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About the Authors
We are two sisters, aged 16 and 12. We really love reading,
and we love science. We’re on a mission to inspire girls
about cutting-edge science and technology, like artificial
intelligence, quantum computing, and robotics.

About Science Girls Squad
Girls’ interest in science peaks before 12, and declines after
that. Science camps aren't accessible to everyone. And
there aren’t many books out there for younger girls
interested in science. So we wrote a series of adventure
books featuring girls exploring the amazing world of science
and technology. The books feature diverse characters with
“girl power” attitudes.
Narrative fiction is easily accessible to girls no matter where
they live. It engages their imagination in an inclusive way,
and catalyzes their interest via the “near peer” effect.
The books are free for anyone to download. Go ahead and
share! Or, if you would like to explore working with us to
incorporate these books as part of your science outreach
curriculum, please get in touch!

https://science-girls-squad.com/
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The school bus rumbled to life, and Mia
looked out the windows as they rolled down
the street.
“I’m so excited, Jada!” Mia exclaimed. She’d
been waiting for this class field trip for
weeks.
“I know! I can’t wait to see all the cool
equipment!” Jada said, grinning. "I'm still
trying to figure out what quantum is, but I'll
guess we'll find out!"
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“Back in your seat, Mia!” said Ms. Raynolds, their
teacher. All the kids turned around and looked.
“Oops!” Mia exclaimed, looking a little
embarrassed. Jada grinned at her and they
erupted into a fit of giggles.
The school bus finally came to a stop and the
Quantum Experiment
class started chattering
excitedly.
In Progress
NO ENTRY

“Hey look, there’s the lab!,” Jada exclaimed. Mia
looked through the window, and smiled as she
saw the giant building, with huge glass windows
gleaming in the sun.
“Line up! Everyone line up!” Their teacher
shouted above the class as they filed out of the
bus into the parking lot.
“Don’t forget anything on the bus!” the teacher
reminded them as she starting leading the line
into the building.
““Come on Jada, let’s go!” Mia exclaimed, as
they walked toward the entrance.
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The class walked in through the huge double
doors. Ms. Raynolds pointed up at the
hanging globe hovering above them in the
atrium, and the students murmured in
delight.
“Q-Wave Lab is at the forefront of quantum
physics research,” the tour guide explained.
Mia had read all about the famous lab in her
favourite science magazine: Science Girls
Squad. The magazine was full of articles by
girls her age who wanted to share cool
insights about science. It was Mia’s dream to
write for the magazine one day. She had
been sending them articles for months, but
so far they had all been rejected.
The tour guide began telling the students
about the different scientists they were
about to meet.
Mia stared off into space, only half listening.
As the tour guide started walking forward,
Mia began trailing behind.
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So far, the visit didn't seem very interesting.
Mia had been hoping to see some research
or an experiment in action. Jada wandered
closer to the guide and Mia found herself
alone at the back of the group.
Just then, a sign caught her eye: ‘Quantum
Experiment In Progress - NO ENTRY.’
Quantum Experiment
In Progress
NOsmall
ENTRY door
was on a

The sign
on the far wall.
As Mia looked more closely, the door moved
slightly. Was it open?
Mia walked a step closer.
The group had rounded a corner, out of
sight. Mia thought she might as well take a
Quantum Experiment
little peek inside In
the
room.
Progress
NO ENTRY

She opened the door and gasped at what
she saw inside…
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The room was huge, the ceiling far above.
Computer screens flickered on the walls. In
the middle of the room stood a
transparent, circular chamber. On it was
written “Quantum Teleporter.”
Mia looked around the rest of the room, but
it was strangely empty. How could this be
an experiment in progress if nobody was
here?
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As she slowly approached the teleporter, lights
on the floor lit up wherever she stepped.
She stopped close to the glass wall. It began
to glow, and a hidden panel slid open, hissing
quietly.
Mia leaned forward excitedly as words
appeared on the clear material of the
chamber: “Welcome, Quantum Explorer. Are
you ready to begin your journey?”
A glowing ‘Ready’ button appeared in the
middle of the teleporter.
Enthralled, Mia stepped forward into the
chamber. She hesitated just a moment, but
then told herself that this kind of journey could
be the type of story she could write about in
the Science Girl Squad Magazine.
She let out a deep breath, and pressed the
button...
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Lights spiralled and glowed, and a breeze
swept Mia’s hair around her face as she
squeezed her eyes closed.
As the wind settled, she slowly opened her
eyes.
Soft, pulsing purple lights glowed on the walls
of the room. Something felt different. Very
different.
She brushed her hand against the teleporter
and its panel opened. Cautiously, she looked
out.
Mia looked around, but saw nobody.
“Hello?”
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“Hello,” said a robotic voice. “Welcome, traveller.
Here is your helpful guide to the Space Station
and quantum computing. Inside, you will find
answers to common questions.”
A small shiny pamphlet floated in the air just in
front of Mia. She slowly stretched out her
fingers. The pamphlet dropped into her hand.
But before she could open it, she heard
another voice.
“Welcome to Space Station Callisto, located
1,170,000 miles from Jupiter,” said a cheerful,
friendly voice.
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Mia spun around, searching for the source of
the voice. Just then, a floating round ball
shimmered in front of her. Mia reached out,
but it danced away from her fingers.
“Hi, I’m Quantum Particle E89Z657439, but you
can call me Q for short!” said the glowing
ball. "Actually, I'm not really this size. I'm tiny.
This is a projection so that humans can see
me."
Mia felt odd talking to the ball as it jiggled
randomly around the room. But, not wanting
to be rude, she introduced herself too. “Hi, I’m
Mia. Nice to meet you, Q! I just have a quick
question. Did you say we’re near Jupiter?”
“That’s right! Space Station Callisto is one of
the Milky Way’s finest quantum teleportation
hubs…or will be soon. Final preparations are
still being made on Earth, where most of our
passengers will come from. You are our first
guest! No one told us you were coming,
actually.”
“I'm...uh...advance testing!” Mia exclaimed. “I’d
love to explore your Space Station, but can
you help me get back home after?”
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“Yes, of course,” Q said, “but you’ll have to
learn the basics of quantum teleportation
first.”
Mia frowned. “Um, I don’t know a lot about
quantum stuff. And I have to be back at the
lab in time before the school bus leaves!”
No problem,” said Q. “Follow me!”
Mia frowned some more. But the shimmering
ball floated off down a hallway. Just before it
disappeared around a corner, Mia jumped
up. “Wait for me!”
Q led Mia down the hallway to a wide
archway. As she walked through the arch,
Mia stopped and stared.
Before her stood the most breathtaking view
of the stars she had ever seen. The whole
space station was composed of enormous
windows that let people inside view the
gorgeous Milky Way.
Q bobbed alongside Mia, but then all of a
sudden disappeared. Mia turned around
slowly, but Q was nowhere to be seen.
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Hurry up!” said Q, from the other side of the
room.
“How did you do that?” said Mia.
I’m teleporting. I can do that because I’m a
quantum particle! I can only do it when you’re
not looking at me, though. If someone is
watching me or trying to measure how I
teleport, it doesn’t work!” Q said, glimmering
more strongly. He looked almost proud, Mia
thought, then shook her head. How could a
quantum particle have feelings?
As they reached the starry arches, two giant
doors opened. Mia found herself in a circular
room with walls transparent walls. She could
see Jupiter, and the whole Milky Way!
Suddenly, numbers flickered on the walls. Ones
and zeroes started streaming down like a
waterfall, going faster and faster and then
eventually slowing down to a trickle.
“Pick one up!” said Q.
One of the zeroes turned red. Mia picked it up
off of the screen. It felt warm to the touch. She
walked it over to a desk.
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"Try tickling the zero!” said Q! Mia brushed it
gently with her fingers, and another zero on
the far wall lit up and giggled.
“They’re entangled! This means that even if
the particles are apart, what happens to one
will still affect the other!” said Q!
Mia tickled her zero again. The other zero
giggled even louder.
“In order for quantum teleportation to work,
there have to be entangled particles spread
between your original location and your
destination!” said Q, as it hovered closer to
Mia, stopping right in front of her face.
“When you teleported from the lab to here,
there were entangled particles at each place!
In order for you to get home, we have to
recreate that," Q insisted.
"But how?" said Mia, puzzled.
"Um, I'm not sure," said Q. His light dimmed.
"Let’s go back to the teleportation room and
see if we can figure it out.”
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Q led Mia back down the hallway to the
teleportation room. Mia was excited to see if
she could figure out how to operate the
teleporter. Could she get herself home?
At first, Mia just stared at the buttons. There
were a ton of them. She looked at Q, who
shimmered--almost as if he was smiling.
Then, he pushed a small red button under a
big screen, which flashed with bright light as it
turned on. A full map of the space station
appeared.
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“Plot journey back to Q-Wave Labs, Earth,” said
Q.
The lights on the screen flickered and
disappeared. A calculator popped up, and the
numbers began flickering by. The screen
glimmered with numbers as it calculated Q’s
request,
and
then
responded
with:
“1,679,354,218 options to get to the labs! Does
not compute!”
Q looked confused. He asked the question
again, only to get the same response. Q’s light
dimmed for a moment.
“How do we choose which option to take?”
said Mia.
"I don’t know… “said Q. "But they’ll all bring you
back to Earth, right?"
“I guess…,” said Mia, a little doubtful. "But what if
I ended up far away from home?" she asked,
as her heart sank.
“Okay, how about you just pick an option?
Try....option 1,329, 417, 820!” said Q.
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“Uh, if you think that’ll work,” said Mia. She
stepped into the chamber and pressed the
button that said ‘Ready’ as soon as the
chambers doors slid closed.
A keypad appeared on the transparent wall of
the chamber. Slowly, Mia pressed the numbers:
1,3,2,8,4,1,7,8,2,0.
Wind swirled around her and Mia closed her
eyes. She opened them again…and found
herself still in the teleportation room.
“I’m not sure what happened,” sighed Q.
“I really don’t want to miss my bus home!” said
Mia.
“Hmmm… I know!” said Q, and his light flickered
back again. “We can get the help of the Space
Station’s quantum computer!”
“What’s that?” asked Mia.
“A quantum computer is a really special
machine that can solve problems way faster
than normal computers can!” said Q.
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“Could it pick the best option from all of those
choices?” asked Mia, a little doubtfully.
“Totally! Quantum computers can calculate
huge numbers. By using a quantum
computer, we’ll be able to choose the best
option to get you home! Now come on, let’s
go find it!”
Mia followed Q down the hallway, dragging
her feet. This sounded complicated. Was it
really going to help her get home?
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Mia and Q walked down one flight of stairs, and
then another, and then through so many
hallways that Mia lost track of where they were.
At each turn, beautiful views of the stars
beyond opened up, but Mia had lost interest.
How was she going to get back?
As they walked, she caught of glimpse of rooms
behind the many doors. Labs, swimming pools,
training rooms, and what look like a cafeteria.
Mia stopped dead in her tracks outside the
door of the hanging garden--the greenhouse
smelled just like home.
"Come on," nagged Q, swooping in circles
around her head until Mia reluctantly started
walking again.
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Finally, Q stopped at a room with a door that
had a sign that read: ‘Headquarters.’
Entering the room, Mia was greeted by a
robotic voice: “Hello, I’m the space station’s
Captain, Athena, Callisto’s resident quantum
computer," said the voice.
“Hi Captain Athena. I’m Mia."
"Good to meet you, MIa," said the Captain.
"How can I help?"
"Q told me that you could help me get back
home to Earth. There are a lot of routes to
choose from, and apparently you are really
good at calculating really hard problems!”
said Mia.
“Q was right! As a quantum computer, I can
totally help you! Let me get started,” said
Athena. The robotic voice sounded almost
cheerful.
Mia allowed herself a small smile.
“Are you sure it will work?” she whispered to
Q.
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“Yes,” he whispered back. “Quantum computers
are way more powerful than ordinary ones.
They store information in a quantum form, in
something called qubits. Qubits help you do
math much faster than normal computers. This
process will only take a few seconds.”
Mia waited, holding her breath. Would it work?
“"Computation completed. I have calculated the
optimal solution!” announced the captain.
“Wow, that was so fast! So, what’s the best
route?” said Mia suspiciously. The quantum
computer had given the answer really fast.
Maybe too fast?
“I’ve inputted the coordinates into the quantum
teleporter already! All you have to do is step
into the chamber and head home. Have a safe
trip back, Mia,” said the captain.
“Thank you so much Captain!” exclaimed Mia,
deciding to keep her doubts to herself.
They retraced their steps through the Space
Station, back past the hanging garden and
through the starry hallways.
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Arriving back at the teleportation room, Mia felt
excited to go home, but also nervous. Where
would she end up?
“This has been an amazing visit, Q. I’ll miss you!”
said Mia.
“I’ll miss you too Mia,” said Q. “But, since I’m a
quantum particle, I might visit you occasionally,
since I can teleport!”
“Oh!” Mia exclaimed, “that would be so fun!
Alright, here I go.”
Mia stepped into the teleportation chamber.
The door sealed, and a voice announced
“Destination: Q-Wave Labs, Earth.”
Mia felt a wave of doubt. Q said that quantum
computers were fast. But Captain Athena had
solved the problem in less than a minute. What
if the answer wrong?
There was only one way to find out. With one
last wave at Q, Mia pressed the ‘Ready’ button,
and felt the now-familiar breeze sweep her hair
back. The lights spun, and Mia closed her eyes.
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Mia opened her eyes slowly. She took in the
high ceiling and the computers on the walls.
She was back in the room where she had first
started her adventure in. The quantum
computer had correctly calculated how to
get her back home!
Mia smiled to herself. This trip to the lab had
ended up being even cooler than she thought
it would be!
She peered cautiously out of the teleporter.
Nothing looked different. Careful not to touch
any of the buttons, she slipped out of the
machine and ran to the door.
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Mia stepped into the hallway, and turned
towards the entrance. There was her class! She
slipped into the back of her group, just as the
teacher was thanking the tour guide for
showing them around.
“Where were you?” asked Jada.
“You’ll never believe it! Somewhere amazing,”
Mia said. As she started to explain her
adventure, Jada’s eyes grew wide.
“No way!” she said. Then, her eyes narrowed.“Are
you sure you’re not just pranking me?” she said.
“Of course not!” said Mia. She put her hand into
her pocket, and pulled out the pamphlet.
“Welcome to Space Station Callisto,” read Jada
out loud.
“Where is that?” she asked. “Well,” said Mia, “it’s
right next to Jupiter.”
Jada looked at her in disbelief. “Jupiter?” she
exclaimed. “Sure…”
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Mia handed over the pamphlet. Jada started
reading, doubt on her face. But then Mia saw
something on the wall behind them.
"Jada...look!" Mia pointed at a poster. Jada
turned, and read the words out loud: "COMING
SOON! Quantum Teleportation visits to Callisto
Space Station. Book your tickets now!"
The tour guide saw the girls pointing, and
walked over. "We'll be launching Callisto visits
next month. Everyone is so eager to try it out, we
already have a waitlist that is over a year long!"
As the guide walked away, the girls looked at
each other in silence.
Back on the bus, Jada handed the pamphlet
back. She waited until the chatter grew louder
as the bus pulled away, and then leaned over
to whisper to Mia: "You know what? You might
finally get published in Science Girls Squad!”
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APPENDIX
Hey there reader! Want to learn more about
quantum teleportation and computers?
The Information Age
As you readers may know, we live in a time
called the: INFORMATION AGE. This is because we
share and use a lot of information in our lives.
Books, memes, videos, tweets, and texts are all
different types of information. Computers store
and exchange information.
Classic Computers
Digital information is usually stored as zeroes and
ones which we call BITS. Eight bits = a "byte" of
information. This type of information is called
CLASSIC information.
The computers that we use every day (laptops,
cell phones, tablets, and smart watches) do
things with information. For example, computers
store and transmit videos, pictures and
documents. Or they can do math calculations.
These types of computers use classic
information, and so are called CLASSIC
COMPUTERS.
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Quantum computers
However, there is another other type of computer.
This is called a QUANTUM COMPUTER.
Quantum computers store information using
QUBITS! (Q-bits). Qubits are different than
classic bits and bytes.
Quantum computers use something called
superposition. While bits can only be in two
states (zero or one), qubits can be in multiple
states. In other words, qubits can be
superimposed. This means that quantum states
are stacked on top of one another, and can store
information more efficiently. (To give a simple
example, imagine a library where you have to put
all the books on the floor, one by one (CLASSICAL
computing) versus stacking the books one of top
of each other on shelves (QUANTUM computing).
This means that quantum computers can hold
much more information than classic computers.
Q-bits are super cool because they aren’t only
stored by computers, but also by single atoms
and electrons, which are tiny particles that form
the basis of everything in the universe!
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Quantum entanglement
One of the differences between classic
computers and quantum computers is that
multiple
qubits
can
exhibit
quantum
ENTANGLEMENT.
Quantum
entanglement
occurs when two particles become linked.
Whatever happens to one immediately
affects the other. This ability to affect each
other continues even if the particles are
separated, regardless of how far apart they
are. Albert Einstein called this "spooky action
at a distance".
Quantum teleportation
Quantum TELEPORTATION is possible because
of entanglement!As of today, only quantum
teleportation of quantum information (like the
exact state of an atom or photon) can be
transported. However, scientists hope to be
able to quantum teleport entire objects and
maybe even people in the future.
Learn more
Check out Science Girls Squad at
www.science-girls-squad.com.
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